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A STUDY OF GLASS BEADS FOR R E F L E C T O R I Z I N G T R A F F I C PAINT 

V H. LTON, Ldbar<Uory Director AND D . L . ROBINSON, Senior Materials Engituer, 
Missouri State Highway Department 

SYNOPSIS 
Glass beads provide the best currently known means of improving the night 

visibility of painted stripes because of their optical properties which cause the 
light rays of headlights to be returned to the driver by reflex-reflection, thus 
providing a paint stripe with positive and striking visibility In addition, the 
color of the binder is maintained 

Because of the differences in the physical and chemical properties of available 
glass beads, the Missouri State Highway Department undertook a study to ob
tain technical information upon which an evaluation of the available products 
could be based, and from which a specification could be designed that would 
include those products which showed satisfactory performance Eight different 
glass beads obtained from four manufacturers were studied The beads were 
graded from the No 20 to the No. 100 sieve Following the standard striping 
procedure used in Missouri, all beads were applied by gravity on the surface of 
the freshly applied paint This procedure provides immediate reflectance and 
the grading of the beads promotes maintenance of reflection since the diminish
ing sizes become exposed as the binder wears away Standard Missouri Specifica
tion yellow traffic paint was used for the binder 

Laboratory tests for chemical composition and physical characteristics in
cluding gradation, index of refraction, structural stability, solubility in acid, 
and freezing effects, were made A laboratory method for preparing beaded 
paints, and several pieces of apparatus developed during the investigation are 
described Field tests included accelerated (transverse) and unaccelerated (lon
gitudinal) installations Periodic reflectance measurements of the field stripes 
were made with the Hunter night-visibility meter and, in addition, the stripes 
were examined under a 20X glass to determine bead damage and loss Visual 
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observations were made and found to be in agreement with the Hunter meter. A 
photographic method for the purpose of maintainmg a permanent record of the 
visual appearance of the stripes at night is described. 

Four of the beads studied were composed of glasses having a low silica content. 
One type was non-resistant to moisture and showed rapid deterioration of re
flectance Other types with low silica but with certain additional metallic oxides 
seemed to be improved in maintaining reflectance. The other four beads were 
composed of silica-soda-lime glasses of normal (high) silica content One of these 
was more coarsely graded and was structurally weak because of numerous bubbles 
and i t deteriorated in reflectance at a more rapid rate than the other normal 
silica glasses because of breakage and loss under traffic wear. Another had poor 
initial reflectance, owing to surface scoring and scratching and milkiness Of 
the eight beads studied, two composed of glass of normal silica were considered 
to have performed satisfactorily and two with low silica content gave promise 
of giving satisfactory results. The low silica glasses had consistently higher 
indexes of refraction than the normal types and gave higher initial reflectance 
values 

This is essentially a progress report and many of the features of the study 
were of an exploratory nature Some indications and conclusions are given and 
some suggestions are made regarding desirable additional studies. 

As mcreased highway facihties have been 
provided through the past several decades, the 
volume of traffic has mcreased greatly, with 
proportionate mcrease m hazards The use of 
pamt Imes to mdicate the location of direc
tional traffic lanes, and later to indicate zones 
unsafe for passing, has been developed 
through necessity and is now an essential 
feature of traffic control. Both the color of the 
traffic hne and its location are used to indicate 
the safe du^ctional drivmg procedure, and 
efforts are bemg made to estabhsh uidform 
standards for marking procedure Color and 
brightness contrasts seem to function very 
well for daytune use but are much less effec
tive at night, particularly m the case of fast 
movmg traffic. Pamt traffic lines are short-
hved under the heavy wear of high volume 
traffic and improvement in composition to 
resist wear may tend to produce surface 
conditions which give reduced visibility under 
incident light beams from headlights. 

In order to improve the mght visibility of 
such lines, efforts were made to increase re
flectivity by mtroducing into the paint film 
mert particles which would produce a rough 
surface. Later, hght colored stone chips were 
added to the wet surface and glass fragments 
were tned. Fmally it was reahzed that the 
increase m reflectance from roughness (diffuse 
reflection) was not the desired solution but 
that the light rays from the vehicle headhghts 
should be conserved rather than diffused and 
should be returned to the driver by reflex 
reflection Glass beads have the desired reflex 

or directional reflecting properties when 
properly located in an opaque film such as 
pamt provides. The pamt films complete the 
mirror effect and bnng into play the optical 
properties of the glass of which the bead is 
composed. Trials of beads proved successful 
both as surface apphcations on the wet pamt 
fihn and premixed with the pamt before appli
cation, the latter procedure generally requir
ing longer traffic wear to free the upper parts 
of the beads from pamt coatmg so that maxi
mum reflectance could be obtamed. 

Early use of reflectorizmg beads was hmited 
but mcreased rapidly as tnals demonstrated 
the great improvement m mght visibihty of 
the traffic hues. As is often the case with new 
materials, early use was not based on specifi
cations. As patent restrictions were eliminated, 
sources of production increased and it was 
found that physical characteristics of raw 
matenals and of the manufactured products 
vaned greatly. Early attempts at specffications 
for beads were m very general terms smce 
httle information was available on the factors 
which affected the service characteristics of 
the product. Glass is a complicated material 
which does not always yield easily to analysis 
and about which even the experts seem to lack 
information in this new and radically different 
field or type of use. The technology of glass 
and its manufacture, however, has been cov
ered in the hterature (1), (2).' 

' Italicized figures in parentheses refer to the 
list of references at the end of the paper. 
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Experimental installations by the Missouri 
Highway Department proved to be so popular 
and BO advantageous to traffic that, followmg 
the recent war, an attempt was made to re-
flectorize all passmg control traffic Imes. 
Smce the price of rdlectorizing beads varies 
through a rather wide range and the amount of 
material to be used increased tremendously, 
it became imperative that techmcal rnforma-
tion be obtamed upon which evaluation of the 
several available products could be based and 
by means of which purchase specifications 
could be designed. Work to these ends has 
been underway for about 1 yr. and interest 
in the results has been so widespread that it 
seems highly desirable that our work to date 
be reported. 

Smce the most urgent need was for informa
tion regardmg the reflectonzmg material it
self and smce experience with the use of the 
pamt composmg the carrymg film or bmder 
seemed to be fairly satisfactory, the first 
studies have been made, usmg regular traffic 
pamt with the only mtended variable material 
bemg the reflectonzmg beads. No specific 
studies were made of premixed paint and 
beads because use of this material waa not 
contemplated. Previous expenence had mdi-
catod that such materials could not be satis
factorily dispensed through the type of 
equipment used and also that there was a 
slow development of reflectivity with pre
mixed materials. 

The plan of attack may be outhned as 
follows: 

1. Laboratory studies of the chemical and 
physical characteristics of the beads. 

a. Chemical analysis 
b. Solubihty in vanous agents 
c. Structural stabihty 
d. Index of refraction 
e. Gradation 
f. Freezmg and thawing effects 
g Atmospheric exposure of beaded panels 

2. Accelerated traffic tests by means of 
transverse pavement stripes. 

a. Visual observations 
b. Directional reflectance measurements 
c Photographic ratings 

3. Traffic tests under unaccelerated service 
conditions. 

a. Visual observations 
b. Directional reflectance measurements 

The laboratory studies were for the purpose 

of estabhshing the original characteristics of 
the materials to serve as background informa
tion for the later studies. Accelerated trans
verse tests were selected because this approach 
had proved highly satisfactory m the develop
ment of standard specifications for the regular 
unreflectorized traffic paints and thus seemed 
to be the most logical and promising method 
for evaluating and predictmg the service of 
the same general material modified by the 
addition of the reflectorizing beads. The unac
celerated traffic tests were used to check the 
validity of the accelerated transverse tests. 
The longer test sections and the longer dura
tion of observational time were thus mtended 
as checks upon the more rapid and convement 
accelerated tests and for the purpose of ob
taining additional mformation which tests 
mvolvmg less of the tune element might not 
produce. Smce the unaccelerated traffic test 
installations were located on continuous 
stretches of 2- and 4-lane pavements with 
rather high rates of traffic, hmited random 
observations at other locations were made in 
order to assure that the traffic variable did 
not overshadow or mvahdate the trends 
shown by other service tests. 

Eight different glass beads, obtained from 
foiu- manufacturers, were studied and, are 
coded alphabetically A through H. Beads, 
identified as A to E , mclusive, were available 
at the beginning of the mvestigation and F 
was submitted shortly thereafter. Bead F was 
similar m composition to Bead A except for 
the absence of bubbles and seeds and was re
ported as representmg only a laboratory non-
production bateh. Bead G was submitted 
rather late in the investigation and Bead H 
was received only shortly before the prepara
tion of this report. So far as is known cur
rently, only beads C, D ,£ and H are in pro
duction and the manufacturer of Bead H has 
indicated some likelihood of an early change 
in its formulation. Each bead submitted was 
studied, however, to gain information regard
ing its characteristics and durabihty, smce 
each differed from the others m some respect. 

The chemical analyses of the beads are 
shown in Table 1 and the physical properties 
in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Following is a general 
description of the beads used m the investiga
tion: 

Bead A—A graded glass bead having a 
yellow cast in the bulk, the individual par-
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tides having numerous bubbles and seeds 
with some pits on the bead surfaces extending 
well mto the bodies of the beads In addition 
there appear to be planes of weakness forming 
mcipient pits. The non-spherical particles, 
approximatmg 8 percent of the total, consist 
of fused spheroids, ovates, dumbbells, elon
gated fused glass with a few discs and angular 
pieces 

Bead B—graded glass bead of dull appear
ance Many of the particles are milky or sur
face scored and semi-opaque and contain 
numerous bubbles. Approxunately 5 percent 

bead is considerably coarser than the others 
used in the mvestigation. The non-spherical 
content approximates 14 0 percent and con
sists of fused spheroids, ovates and elongated 
particles 

Bead F—A graded glass bead which is 
very similar to A except that it contains no 
bubbles or seeds 

Bead G— Â graded glass bead having a 
yellow cast m the bulk. The beads contain 
numerous bubbles and seeds with an appre
ciable quantity of elongated fused particles, 
dumbbells and ovates with a quantity of 

T A B L E 1 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF GLASS BEADS 

Bead 

A B C D E F G H 

% % % % % % % % 
SiOt 26 28 71 28 71 30 68 00 71 28 26 66 25 66 26 66 
BiOi 3 92 0 00 3 65 I 44 7 18 
AbOi 9 38 0 51 1 31 0 75 0 76 9 96 8 10 16 33 
FnOi 0 40 0 24 0 18 0 34 0 16 0 40 0 36 0 16 
FiOi 0 01 0 01 3 88 0 07 
BaO 0 16 0 03 2 41 0 16 0 00 0 00 
CaO 34 06 10 61 6 44 9 06 10 93 33 40 26 54 15 34 
MgO 11 95 3 03 3 76 2 54 1 95 12 42 13 98 13 92 
NuO 10 07 13 20 16 52 14 79 13 58 10 20 10 11 4 17 
KiO 0 10 0 30 0 39 0 68 0 30 0 00 0 02 0 13 
TiOi 4 68 15 22 
ZiOt 2 54 0 42 
ZnO 1 64 0 00 
SOi 0.45 0 53 
PbO 1 40 
HnO 0 06 
F 6 07 5 37 1 62 0 00 
Oiygen equivalentof Fluorine - 2 K - 2 26 - 0 91 

Total 99 84 99 62 99 93 100 03 99 49 99 97 99 66 99 60 

of the particles are non-sphencal consisting 
mamly of fused spheroids, ovates and elon
gated pieces 

Bead 0—A graded glass bead of very clear 
and transparent glass free of bubbles The 
gradation of this bead is somewhat finer than 
others used m the investigation and the 
coarser particles are less spherical bemg 
somewhat irregular in shape with firepobshed 
edges The non-spherical content approxi
mates 13 percent. 

Bead D—A graded glass bead only slightly 
less clear than Bead C, some particles of which 
contam small bubbles and seeds The non-
spherical content approximates 10.0 percent 
and consists prmcipally of fused spheroids, 
ovates and elongated particles 

Bead E—A graded glass bead havmg numer
ous bubbles and seeds in practically all of the 
individual particles The gradation of this 

rather long angular particles The non-
sphencal content approximates 8 0 percent. 

Bead H—A graded glass bead having a 
golden cast Most of the particles have small 
bubbles and there are numerous surface planes 
of weakness formmg incipient pits The non-
sphencal content approximates 7.0 percent 
and consists of fused spheroids, ovates and 
elongated particles. 

The unaccelerated test sections, which are 
more fully descnbed later, were located on the 
4-lane pavement on Route US 66, St. Louis 
County, extendmg 10 miles west of the St 
Louis city limits and on 2-lane pavements on 
Routes P, St Louis County, at the intersec
tion of Heege Road; US 40, Callaway and 
Montgomery Counties, east of Kingdom 
City; and US 50, Pettis and Johnson Coun
ties, Sedaha to Warrensburg Beads A through 
E were used on Route US 66, A through F on 
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Route P; C, D and G on Route US 40; and 
C, D, E and G on Route US 50. Since "no 
passing" stripes are the ones commonly re-
flectorized in Missouri, the beads were applied 
on yellow paint. On the 4-lane pavement the 
beaded stripes were placed adjacent to and 
on both sides of the centerhne. On the 2-lane 
pavements the beaded stripes were placed in 
the center of the traffic lanes, in accordance 
with standard Missouri practice. The accel
erated transverse line test section, on which all 
of the beads were applied, was located on 
Route US 50, Cole County, at the western 
edge of Jefferson City. 

Beads B, C, D and E, all having a high silica 
content, yielded nicely to chemical analysis 
following the procedures outlined in ASTM 
Method C 169- 43 and reproducible results 
were obtained. Beads A, F, G and H with low 
silica contents could not be satisfactorily 
analyzed by these procedures, evidently be
cause of unusual composition and it was neces
sary to use other procedures to obtain the 
oxide analysis (S), (l), (6), (6), (7). In making 
the chemical analyses it was noted that Beads 
A, F, G and H were decomposed by hot 
1:1 H2SO4 solution. Beads A, F and G were 
also decomposed by cold 1:1 H2SO4 solution 
while H was attacked and etched on the sur
faces but not decomposed. The hot acid solu
tion was more severe and Beads A, F, G and H 
were attacked by hot solutions of the order of 
1 part acid to 50 parts water. Beads B, C, D 
and E were not affected by either the hot or 
cold acid solution. Based on acid resistance 
Beads A, F and G were the least chemically 
durable followed by H with Beads B, C, D 
and E showing no effect in contact with the 
acid solutions. Beads A, C and D were boiled 
for 30 min. in a concentrated NaOH solution. 
At the end of this period Beads C and D were 
slightly coated but a much heavier coating 
was noted on Bead A indicating less resist
ance to the alkali. 

A freezing and thawing test of Beads A, C 
and D was conducted by freezing in water at 
0 F. and thawing in water at room tempera
ture. At the end of 10 cycles the gradations of 
the beads were checked but no degradation 
had occurred. However, i t was noted that 
Bead A was dulled and had been definitely 
affected on the surface. Examination under 
20X glass showed white deposits on this bead, 
a condition which was later noted on some of 

the beads after application in the paint film. 
Immersion and drying tests of the A bead pro
duced the same effect and qualitative tests of 
the water in which the beads had been im
mersed showed the presence of aluminum, 
calcium and boron. Bead F was similarly 
affected by water immersion. None of the 
other beads examined showed this effect. 

The indexes of refraction of the glasses 
composing the beads were obtained by the 
liquid immersion method and are reported 
in Table 2. 

T A B L E 2 
I N D E X O F R E F R A C T I O N O F G L A S S B E A D S , 

L I Q U I D I M M E R S I O N M E T H O D A T 25 C . 

Bead 

A B C D E F G H 

1.694 1.527 1.613 1.523 1.628 1.602 1.687 1.587 

Figure 1. Apparatus for Determining Crush
ing Strength of Glass Beads 

Because some of the beads contain bubbles 
and seeds in varying degrees, it was thought 
that a crushing strength test would yield in
formation of value in connection with the use
ful life of the bead under traffic impact and 
wear. An apparatus was designed for this 
purpose by slightly modifying a Riehle ce
mentation briquette-making machine as shown 
in Figure 1. The cylinder die and table of the 
machine were removed and the counter bal
ance replaced with a metal bucket 4 i in. in 
diameter by 16 in. in length. A small hard 
steel plate placed under the plunger serves to 
hold the individual bead. Balancing the appa
ratus at no load is accomplished by moving the 
weight on the beam after the plunger is set on 
the bead. The load is applied by allowing free 
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T A B L E S 
CRU8HINO S T R E N G T H OF GLASS BEADS 

I N POUNDS 
iO-80 Sieve Sue 

Bead 

T A B L E S-ConAntml 

A B C D F G B 

Tat No. 1 

66 20 06 87 81 87 88 41 
69 21 66 96 40 63 61 128 
70 22 67 71 47 64 39 41 
07 18 20 40 63 60 34 40 
18 21 20 66 40 60 33 86 
10 46 82 44 20 62 46 02 
61 20 64 92 10 86 23 140 
16 
66 

22 70 76 10 63 20 32 16 
66 43 46 02 21 60 27 62 
88 21 60 48 44 60 86 64 

Avs 40 26 60 71 34 62 86 68 

Test No. 3 

40 
68 

18 88 66 88 48 29 48 40 
68 18 29 48 36 38 30 20 

66 61 16 67 63 37 66 S2 
20 
66 

46 16 60 86 62 69 86 60 
66 17 66 68 24 72 29 60 
63 10 42 64 64 49 66 63 
68 18 44 44 26 40 36 63 
67 18 49 66 44 84 76 92 
66 20 61 48 64 66 21 64 
66 18 29 41 38 38 76 46 

Avg. 68 18 46 67 40 40 44 64 

Teat No 3 

Test No. 1 

40 33 63 63 64 48 30 33 
61 30 36 61 29 40 21 32 
83 31 44 44 36 26 28 91 
67 19 27 62 36 42 49 89 
60 36 46 60 66 60 77 35 
44 19 36 76 69 64 76 30 
70 
68 

19 16 82 41 45 27 46 70 
68 19 36 68 16 64 21 80 
62 30 68 41 31 27 49 32 
80 19 28 62 24 45 36 61 

Avg. 68 26 38 60 40 48 41 48 

Test No 4 

68 27 46 44 27 33 34 46 
70 14 IB 62 47 44 68 31 
60 29 22 36 34 61 53 84 
32 12 12 37 26 64 36 78 
66 27 67 66 41 62 77 48 
76 20 63 36 42 33 61 68 
61 26 89 74 34 65 18 18 
61 26 22 80 28 34 20 37 

104 17 61 63 10 46 38 104 
71 48 66 86 36 44 55 30 

Avg 62 at 40 61 33 46 44 49 

57 13 44 63 11 39 98 12 
55 13 75 87 18 47 18 36 
64 14 50 62 16 42 14 33 
64 16 45 62 20 28 17 30 
34 14 103 41 15 46 57 28 
26 13 66 62 42 26 68 63 
34 17 40 48 18 28 12 67 
54 19 40 44 19 37 38 64 
50 18 43 53 18 35 44 11 
60 10 62 49 10 33 11 4 

Avg 47 16 67 66 19 36 38 34 

Bead 

A B C D E F G H 

Test No. 2 

36 22 21 60 28 39 40 37 
61 
62 

11 34 26 18 31 40 46 61 
62 6 65 61 55 35 22 34 
49 
63 

4 20 89 35 27 17 31 49 
63 12 49 46 14 21 35 27 
37 12 48 18 49 43 16 42 
35 14 24 94 51 21 37 26 
33 11 35 19 52 30 21 23 
18 4 15 50 18 20 17 83 
26 12 43 55 32 27 22 63 

Avg. 42 11 35 62 35 28 27 42 

Teat No. 8 

38 17 21 73 12 28 46 24 
48 16 31 48 23 20 38 62 
36 16 55 66 23 17 46 43 
24 16 17 31 18 38 19 38 
52 15 28 28 27 27 12 22 
39 15 31 81 20 42 46 18 
29 16 32 66 39 33 11 31 
47 11 33 30 17 20 39 64 
42 19 17 20 39 23 47 17 
47 16 27 72 28 83 18 69 

Avg 40 16 29 46 25 39 32 38 

Teat No 4 

72 21 46 27 14 31 17 18 
38 II 26 25 18 37 34 98 
37 11 26 13 44 16 38 21 
16 16 43 49 '43 13 30 37 
58 15 61 28 43 38 33 71 
32 14 19 54 48 21 49 37 
26 16 23 66 26 40 23 87 
42 14 37 60 18 17 59 37 
49 16 24 87 10 87 31 38 
18 13 30 70 26 31 16 51 

Avg 39 15 34 48 30 28 33 45 

flowmg dry sand to run into the metal bucket 
through a glass funnel, having an inside diam
eter of the outlet of ^ m., at a rate of approxi
mately 2i lb. per mm. The flow of sand is 
stopped when the bead is ruptured and the 
sand IS weighed in grams For the described 
equipment the crushing strength is calculated 
by the following equation: 

n r . i _*u lu Wt. in grams X 28 Crushing strength, lbs = 7 — -453 6 

Beads are selected for the test with tweezers 
under a 20x glass and ten beads are con
sidered the mmimum that should be tested 
for an average result from each size group. 
Only sphencal beads should be used. The re
sults of the crushmg tests are reported in 
Table 3. Examination of the average values 
obtained in the crushmg test reveals a fairly 
close correlation with what would be expected 
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for the different beads from their physical 
structure; i.e., the amount of bubbles. I t is 
thought that the test procedure is suflaciently 
accurate. The results indicate a wide range of 
structural strength of the individual beads. 
With proper attention to the selection of repre
sentative individual beads in a sample, suit
able averages seem to be obtained by crushing 
not less than ten beads. 

The binder used for all apphcation tests 
consisted of the standard specification Mis
souri Highway Department yellow traffic 
paint. This is a 25-gal. oil length oleo-resinous 

and the need for accuracy in bead application 
for comparative results is obvious. An appa
ratus for this purpose, shown in Figure 2, was 
designed during the investigation. The dis
penser is a rectangular metal box 4 by 2 by 
8 in. with a bevelled bottom having a variable 
opening across the width at the lower part of 
the bevel through which the beads flow by 
gravity. An outside gate which is held securely 
by a knurled screw can be raised or lowered to 
change the rate of flow. A sliding inside gate is 
used to start and stop the flow. The holder is 
a 4-wheeled carriage running on gear tracks 

T A B L E 4 
T Y P I C A L G R A D A T I O N S O F G L A S S B E A D S 

Bead 

A B C D E F G H 

% % % % % % % % 
Passing Sieve No. 

20 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
30 80.7 90.0 95.5 85.2 59.8 89.4 85.1 86.2 
SO 29.4 22.3 28.2 22.6 6.1 22.6 23.2 24.1 

100 0.: 0.06 3.5 3.4 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 
200 0.06 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.02 0.02 O.OI 

vehicle paint formulated with a modified 
phenolic resin and dispersion resin which pro
vides the rapid drying characteristics. The 
pigment is composed of C. P. Chrome yellow 
and inert with aluminum stearate to prevent 
settlement. The viscosity of the paint is held 
to a maximum of 80 (Ford Cup No. 4 at 80 F.) 
to provide a suitable consistency for applica
tion by the standard equipment used by the 
Missouri Highway Department. Traffic paint, 
in Missouri, is applied by flowing the paint 
through an elongated "fishtail" type nozzle 
and the viscosity of the paint must be within 
definite maximum viscosity limits for satisfac
tory apphcation. The equipment and pro
cedure used have been previously described 
by Corder (S). 

The laboratory studies should include, in 
addition to the separate examination of the 
paint and the beads, examination of the 
beaded films to determine such characteristics 
as initial reflective properties and resistance 
to atmospheric exposure. The laboratory ap
phcation of the paint is relatively simple since 
a doctor blade or similar gage may be used to 
apply the paint to precise wet film thicknesses. 
Apphcation of the beads for uniform and 
accurate coverage poses a difficult problem, 

Figure 2. Laboratory Bead Dispenser 

and propelled by a gearhead electric motor. 
The speed may be varied by changing gears 
although once the speed is set the dispenser 
gate may be raised or lowered to control the 
flow and quantity of beads. Glass panels 
6 by 18 in. are used for paint apphcation and 
are held on the metal base by raised lugs. 
Calibration of flow of the beads is easily ac
complished by making "dry runs" over a 
metal pan 6 by 24 in. and weighing the beads. 
The operator shdes the doctor blade just 
ahead of the movement of the dispenser so 
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that the beads fall promptly on the freshly 
applied film It is hoped that this tjrpe of dis
penser can be eventually adapted to field 
transverse-hne application 

beads over a period of time are reported in 
Table 5. Figure 4 shows how the panels are 
mounted on the roof of the laboratory building 
durmg exposure 

T A B L E s 
GLASS PANELS 

Hunter Meter Reflectance Values 

Without Filter With Fdter 
Age—Days Age—Days 

1 28 60 88 120 149 1 29 60 88 120 149 

Faint i s 1.2 20 12 16 18 12 2 1 14 17 

Bead 8 -A l a - 12+ 9 7+ 7+ 7 17 13- 10- 8 8 -
B 10- 9+ 10+ 9 - 9 9 10- 11- 10+ 10- 10 10 
C u 16- 14+ 14 13+ 13 16- 17- 16+ 14 14+ 14+ 
D 17- 19- 20- 18+ 17 17 18+ 21 21- 18+ 18 18+ 
E 14- 14 16+ 14+ 13+ 13+ 18+ 16+ 16+ 16- 16- 14+ 
H 18+ 14 14- 14+ 13 13- 16+ 16+ 16- 16+ 14- 18+ 

Toofua of / Oa/if-

x n - n 

Figure 3. Design of Llne-o-graph for Traffic Paint Application 

Atmospheric exposure results of panels pre- On the transverse test section on Route 
pared with the laboratory dispenser showing US 50, Cole County, the paint lines were ap-
the effect on the reflective properties of the plied by two methods; viz., the hne-o-graph 
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and a hand operated flow type stnper smular 
in pnnciple to the legular pavement striping 
machine The hne-o-graph, shovm m Figure 3 
IS a shding apphcator and apphes the pamt 
from a reservoir from which the pamt flows 
under a series of freely movmg washers. The 
film so produced averages 7 mils wet thick
ness. Unfortunately, the viscosity or the body 
of some paints causes them to remam ridged 
after flowmg from the hne-o-graph which adds 
a variable to the durabihty evaluation Gen
erally, most pamts, includmg the Missouri 
standard, flow out to smooth uniform films 
With the hand striper different film thickness 
may be apphed. During the greater part of the 
investigation beads were apphed with a hand 

Figure 4. Beaded Paint Stripes for Atmos
pheric Exposure 

operated dispenser borrowed from the Prismo 
Company. Recent Imes have been beaded by 
carrying the laboratory dispenser by hand 
over the freshly apphed paint These methods 
have not resulted in a uniform apphcation of 
the beads and, hence the present attempt to 
adapt the laboratory dispenser as a mechamcal 
umt for applymg beads on the accelerated 
transverse lines to secure more reproducible 
results 

REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

The Hunter Night-Visibility meter was 
selected for use m determming reflectance 
values because of the ready portabihty and 
simphcity of the device I t is a visual mstru-
ment operating on the prmciple of equality of 
brightness. I t contains a light source which is 
projected and viewed m the same geometric 
relationship as that of an automobile's head
lights and the drivers' line of sight at a dis

tance of 100 f t The angle of mcidence is 88 3 
deg and the angle of divergence is 1 2 deg 
The grazing angle is 2 9 deg. 

The operator views the lUummated line 
through a slit in a mirror which reflects light 
from a standard lUummated by the same 
source that illuminates the Ime The intensity 
of the reflection from the standard is varied 
by a control to match the bnlliance of the 
reflection from the Ime Values are read from 
a scale on an external drum. A complete de-
scnption of the Hunter meter is given m an 
ASTM Preprmt {9). 

Reflectivity of uniformly beaded areas can 
be readily determined well withm the lunits 
of reproducibihty of one part m five as stated 
by the manufacturer of this mstrument. 
Values for worn Imes contammg only streaks 
and spots of beads are more difScult to ob-
tam Reflectivity of such non-unifonn areas 
is difficult to judge, as the image line, in the 
instrument, can be alternately bright and 
black along its length and a reading of, for 
mstance, 2 will match the dark area while the 
bright area will match at perhaps 12. A visual 
balance might be anything from 4 to 8 de-
pendmg upon the relative extent of each con
dition. I f one condition predominates the 
tendency is to ignore the other, while if essen
tially equal or if the alternations occur at 
several mtervals along the image Ime the 
tendency is to balance light against dark. The 
placement of the meter on such lines has a 
very decided mfluence on the reading as move
ment of as little as \ in. from side to side or 
forward or backward will change the balance. 
I t would be obviously mcorrect to search out, 
by movmg the meter, the brightest areas. 

The possibihties of inconsistencies in read
ings from date to date are great on spotted or 
streaked hues as the placement of the meter 
may vary by enough to change the balance. 
I t IS only by markmg prommently both the 
kteral and longitudmal positions and accu
rately placing the instrument at these loca
tions that the reflectance of the same areas 
can be measured on different dates Even with 
the meter positions readily duphcated i t is 
possible that sUghtly different areas will be 
viewed, for the adjustment of the meter is 
rather sensitive, and may be disturbed with 
handlmg Evidence of mal-adjustment is 
that one end of the image hne will tune after 
time appear to be shadowed m the matchmg 
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range. I t is recognized that, because of varia
tions in positioning the meter, and resultant 
variations in the unage Lne when beads are 
spotted, or strealced, readings are hnuted in 
accuracy. 

Personal judgment of equahty of brightness 
is also a factor to be considered. While de-
velopmg procedures for use of the instrument, 
readmgs were made by several operators and 
results compared. I t was found that values ob-
tamed by different individuals varied over a 
range of 2 or 3, with an occasional difference of 
5, although generally averages checked within 
one pomt. A definite tendency was also found 
for some operators to obtain qmte consistently, 
slightly higher or lower values than others. 
The chief difficulty arose from the fact that 
the reflected bght from the hne was yellow 
and from the standard, white or gray. The 
first impulse is to match color instead of bril-
hance. This can be done by increasing the 
light from the standard until the image Ime 
loses its color distmction and becomes shghtly 
gray by comparison. I t was necessary to leam 
to avoid this tendency and to introduce only a 
trace of shadow, retaining a definite yellow 
color m the image line. The manufacturer has 
now supplied a small yellow filter which may 
be used when measuring reflectance of yellow 
lines. However, a series of readmgs mdicated 
that the operator tended to obtam results 
about one point higher with the filter. Smce 
readmgs were yet to be made on hnes origi
nally read without the filter, the operator felt 
that more nearly comparable results would be 
obtained without the filter and i t has not yet 
been adopted for general use. The filter does 
elimmate the color differential and facihtates 
matchmg for brilliance by one not having had 
considerable expeuence with the instrument 

VISUAL REFLECTANCE OBSERVATIONS 

Visual observations of all lines were made 
at night by means of automobile headlights 
and the lines were rated by using an arbitrary 
scale of 5 deg. of brightness, ranging from 
very bright to dull. As many as ten observers 
participated during the time these observa
tions were being made. 

On Route 50 at Jefferson City where trans
verse lines were arranged in groups, the car 
was placed in position on the shoulder with 
the headlights trained on a group of lines 
about 75 f t ahead From this position i t was 

very easy to compare the brilliance of the lines 
from the car. Ratmgs were assigned to each 
line both between the wheel tracks and m the 
wheel track. Ratings were ordmanly made 
without consultation Excellent agreement 
among observers and with mstrument readings 
was obtamed on all of these groups. 

On Route 66 where the Imes were arranged 
in parallel pau^ and the sections were i mile 
long, observers met some difficulty in main-
tauung a constant visual standard and obtam-
ing consistent results. I t was found, naturally, 
that bright lines under the glare of oncoming 
headhghts would not appear as bright as 
dimmer hnes viewed without such interference. 
Unavoidable variations in the lines due to 
the inability of the equipment to mamtam 
absolute control of the rates of application of 
paint and beads frequently necessitated the 
"averaging" of several opmions regardmg a 
section wUle travehng over i t . Where differ
ences m brightness were small, observers did 
not all agree, even in regard to which hne of a 
pair was the brighter. Wherever there was an 
appreciable difference m brightness, however, 
there was good agreement among observers 
and also good agreement with the results ob
tamed by the Hunter meter. 

Night visibihty observations of no-passmg 
lines were also made on Route 40, Callaway 
and Montgomery Counties and on Route 50, 
Pettis and Johnson Counties. Visual evalua
tion of these lines was difficult because of small 
differences in reflectivity. The differences 
which were noted were found to be in agree
ment with meter readings. These observations 
served prunarily to establish that stations 
selected for reflectance measurements were 
representative of the general condition of the 
lines 

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS OF LINES 

During the studies of the field performance 
of beads a number of methods of recording 
descriptions of the hnes and beads was tried. 
At first the examinations of the Imes were 
rather superficial and the mformation recorded 
was generally insufficient to consistently ex
plain variations m reflectance values obtained 
by the Hunter meter. As studies progressed, 
detailed examinations of the Imes were made 
penodically and the beads and the paint film 
condition described following a more or less 
standardized procedure 
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The lines were examined by sunlight and the 
reflection described as being uniform, undu
lated, streaked, spotted, etc. The rate of appli
cation was arbitrarily rated by observation of 
the brilliance of the reflection as heavy, 
medium or sparse. Bead appearance and loss 
were observed under the 20 X glass. Bead 
appearance-was descnbed as bright, coated, 
etched, pitted, bubbly, nicked, crushed, etc., 
with an arbitrary attempt to rate the degree of 
each condition. Bead loss was arbitrarily 
rated from shght, where only a few beads were 
missmg, through moderate and heavy, to 
extreme, where only a few beads remained. 
Bead loss is extremely difficult to evaluate as 
frequently all four of the conditions noted 
may be found in the aiea m which the reflect
ance measurements are made. Pamt apphca-
tion was rated as heavy, medium and ttun and 
other general notations mcluded such details 
as scahng of the pamt, with estimates of the 
extent, and other pecuhanties of the apphca-
tion. The kind and condition of the pavement 
surface such as smooth, granular with aggre
gate particles showmg through, prominent 
broom or finishing marks, etc., were also 
noted. 

A typical description of a fine might be as 
follows: Sunhght reflection, shghtly streaked, 
apphcation medium. Beads bright, few pitted, 
many bubbly, bead loss, slight, pamt medium, 
no scale; pavement smooth. 

A later descnption of tlie same area might 
be: Sunlight reflection, badly spotted, beads 
gone from paint m many half-dollar and larger 
size spots, application otherwise sparse to 
medium. Beads bright, many bubbly, many 
nicked, some crushed; loss shght and extreme; 
paint worn in spots; few quarter size scaled 
spots. 

Such detailed descriptions of the paint lines 
and beads were found to be very helpful in 
explaining some of the variations in reflectance 
values, but strict correlation was found un-
possible due to the many factors involved. 
Such observations are essential to any evalua
tion of the performance of the pamt and beads 
tmder progressive traflSc wear and should be 
included in any future studies of this type. I t 
has been found that photographs of sunhght 
reflection, taken from 6 to 8 f t . away, can be 
satisfactorily used to record the general ap
pearance of the fines at various stages of wear. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC RATINGS 

Photographic methods were attempted to 
provide a permanent record of visual compari
sons of reflectivity. I f a standard procedure 
could be developed which would reproduce 
accurately the differences seen by the eye, both 
a method of rating and of recording such 
ratings for future comparisons and corre
lation of successive experunents would be 
made available 

Several preliminary trials were made with a 
variety of fihn and lightings. Car lights as a 
source of iUumination were tried but aban
doned because of the long exposure required. 
Photoflash was the best source of fight found. 
I t was used m conjunction with car lights 
smce the car lights had little effect on the film 
but did serve to iUuminate the scene and to 
determme proper focal length. Tests made 
with several types of fihn mdicated Fast 
Panchromatic Type B fihn to give the best 
promise of desired results. 

The first extensive trial was made on Route 
66, St. Louis County, a very heavily traveled 
highway. I t proved to be a hazardous job 
although two highway patrohnen assisted in 
handling traffic and men were stationed at 
each end of the operation with warmng signs 
and lights The exposures were made by the 
open flash method usmg G. E Photoflash No. 
50 m a Heiland reflector. Fast pan fihn was 
used and developed in D. K 50. The equip
ment consisted of a 5 by 7 in view camera 
equipped with 8 i in. Goerz Dagor lens used 
with an aperture of f. 16. Although conscious 
of the fact that too much hght was being 
used, it was assumed that the reflective quality 
might diminish at some distance ahead of the 
camera and only that portion of the negative 
would be used. This procedure failed to show 
the differences in the reflective characteristics 
of the lines. The next trial was made with the 
same eqmpment but gomg to the other ex
treme. This tune a No. 5 (peanut bulb) was 
used at an aperture of f. U . This extreme 
under exposure had to be compensated for in 
development and thus the film was processed 
by 30-min. tank development m D K. 50. 
With this procedure the objectionable pave
ment background was held to a mimmum but 
the fines themselves were not sufficiently 
strong to pnnt on anything but a very hard 
paper. For photographic purposes the trans-
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verse accelerated test sections with lines 
placed close together were found more suitable. 
These sections permitted the comparison of a 
larger number of hnes on one photograph 
which could be taken from the shoulder of the 
road without elaborate safety precautions 

Numerous other trials have been made at 
various intervals and among them mfra red 
and Kodahth Ortho film were used with various 
results The best results to date have been ob-
tamed with No 22 G E Fhotoflash bulb on 
fast pan film at f 16 The reflector was shielded 
so that most of the light was kept off the im
mediate foreground The film was developed 
by inspection in Dektol The hnes came up 
strong but letained sufficient variation so 
that then leflectivc powei could be easily 

mcreasmg grades, i t is ordinarily acceleratmg 
moderately Trafiic dunng the time of these 
tests averaged approximately 2800 vehicles 
per day of which approximately one half or 
1400 per day traveled over the hnes. 

The hnes were placed in groups of six, usmg 
a different bead in each line The first group 
was placed m code order, A, B, C, D, E, F, 
the second in reverse order, F, E, D, C, B, A, 
and the third m a random order, C, F, A, D, 
E, B, the purpose being to avoid the influence 
of relative position and personal bias when 
rated visually in headlight beams. Sections 
1, 2 and 3 were applied on August 17, 1948. 
Sections 4, 5 and 6 were duphcates of Groups 
1, 2 and 3 lespectively and were applied Sep-
tembei 3, 1948 The line-o-giaph was used to 

Figure 5. Section 1—Age 55 Days 
Beads, Front to Back—A, B, C, D, E , F , F 

evaluated The background was visible but 
not strong enough to be particularly objec
tionable 

Usable photographs were obtained by the 
descnbed procedure but it is thought that still 
better results can be obtained by using a lens 
of sufficient focal length to get beyond the 
effective range of the hghts although still 
covermg the hghted zone An example of the 
type of results possible under careful control 
IS shown m Figure 5 

ACCELERATED TESTS 

RouJte SO Cole County 
The transverse lines on Route 50 at Jeffer

son City were placed across the north (out
going) lane of 2-lane pavement just mside the 
city limits. The pavement grade at the begm-
ning of the section is 0 5 percent, mcreasmg to 
a grade of 2 1 percent at the end Beyond the 
section the grade mcreases to 5.0 percent 
Because traffic is movmg out of the city and on 

apply the pamt and the beads were applied 
with the right umt of the dual metering type 
dispenser used on Route 66, St Louis County. 
The dispenser tended to apply the beads in 
undulations or waves unless moved at a very 
rapid rate I t is presumed that this was caused 
by vibration of the dispenser and by the meter
ing flutes on the drum. The wet paint film 
thickness was approximately 7 mils and the 
bead application approximately 6 lb. per gal. 
Sections 1 and 2 were covered by one pass of 
the dispenser. Section 3 by two passes, how
ever some beads did not bmd on the second 
pass and subsequent mtrument readings did 
not reflect appreciable nor consistent mcrease 
in brightness 

Stations were marked and Hunter Night 
Visibihty Meter readmgs were taken m areas 
m the left wheel track and between the wheel 
tracks Three readmgs at 1-in intervals were 
taken m each area in each Ime. Average 
values and ages at which they were obtained 
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TABLE 6 
TRANSVERSE U N E 3 - R 0 U T E 80 COLE COUNTY 

Hunter Meter Reflectance Values 

Age-
Days 

In Wheel Tracks Between Wheel Tracks 
Age-
Days 

2 3 9 16 21 27 30 2 3 9 16 21 27 30 46 55 83 

Section 1 

Beads 
A 22 23 20 11 8 7 7 25 23 20 17 12 13 13 9 10 8 
B 8 10 10 10 8 7 7 9 11 9 8 8 5 5 6 6 

13 8 
C 16 22 20 19 16 IS 14 17 20 18 18 13 13 14 11 

6 
13 15 

D 16 22 18 18 17 15 15 17 20 18 17 15 15 16 13 12 15 
E 19 20 19 15 13 9 11 20 21 16 16 12 15 16 12 14 12 
F 21 26 22 14 11 9 9 24 21 20 13 11 13 12 8 10 11 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Section 2 
24 26 21 12 12 10 9 23 23 23 13 14 12 13 12 13 
11 14 12 9 7 9 9 11 11 11 10 10 8 10 8 9 
18 16 18 14 13 10 13 17 16 15 14 13 14 13 14 12 
19 19 19 18 14 14 15 19 18 17 15 15 15 16 14 15 
18 15 15 8 12 6 8 17 16 15 15 14 13 14 12 11 
16 15 12 9 9 8 8 18 19 14 12 12 10 10 10 9 

Sections 

12 
10 
11 
14 
9 

11 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

27 20 20 13 12 12 11 25 19 20 14 13 14 14 13 12 
11 10 10 8 7 6 6 9 8 9 8 7 8 

12 
8 

14 7 8 
13 18 16 17 18 17 15 14 16 14 14 14 14 

8 
12 

8 
14 13 

8 
13 

20 17 19 17 15 13 14 19 16 16 13 14 14 15 13 14 
17 14 8 6 5 5 4 16 12 13 9 11 12 11 10 3 
19 20 19 13 10 8 8 21 18 18 14 12 13 12 10 10 

Averages 

12 
8 

11 
14 
4 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

24 23 20 12 11 10 9 24 22 21 15 13 13 13 11 12 11 
10 11 11 9 7 7 7 10 10 10 9 8 7 8 7 8 9 
17 18 18 17 15 13 14 17 17 18 15 13 13 14 13 13 12 
18 19 19 18 15 14 15 18 18 17 15 15 15 16 13 14 14 
18 16 14 10 10 7 8 18 16 15 13 12 13 14 11 9 8 
19 20 18 12 10 8 8 21 19 17 13 12 12 11 9 10 10 

Age-
Days 1 4 10 14 20 28 38 1 4 10 14 20 28 38 66 Age-
Days 10 20 

Section 4 

Btadt 
A 25 21 17 16 17 12 5 18 18 18 16 16 16 13 11 
B 12 14 13 11 11 10 5 13 13 12 15 12 12 13 13 
c 18 18 17 15 16 17 10 18 17 16 14 16 15 16 15 
D 19 19 17 16 16 17 11 19 19 17 16 16 15 17 16 
E 16 14 13 12 8 10 6 14 14 13 14 13 13 12 10 
F 21 17 15 15 13 13 7 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 11 

Sections 
A 20 18 14 15 12 9 7 20 19 18 17 14 14 13 10 
B 10 9 8 7 7 4 4 13 14 11 12 12 11 11 12 
c 16 16 15 12 16 14 11 15 14 16 13 14 16 15 12 
D 17 16 14 14 14 12 8 17 17 15 16 16 13 18 14 
E 7 7 5 6 3 4 3 13 14 12 11 12 11 11 6 
F 17 14 10 10 7 5 5 17 15 14 17 12 12 14 7 

Section 6 
A 14 12 10 9 7 6 2 17 17 16 15 12 13 10 9 
B 10 8 8 7 9 6 3 9 10 9 10 9 8 10 9 
c 14 14 15 15 14 12 10 11 14 13 13 12 12 13 11 
D 17 19 19 18 17 17 10 15 16 16 15 13 15 18 14 
E 14 14 12 12 8 6 5 12 12 13 11 14 10 12 7 
F 19 17 16 14 13 8 8 17 16 18 17 14 14 14 11 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Avenges 
20 
11 
16 
18 
12 
19 

17 
10 
16 
18 
12 
16 

14 
10 
16 
17 
10 
14 

13 
8 

14 
16 
10 
13 

12 
9 

15 
16 

9 5 18 18 17 16 14 14 12 10 
7 4 11 12 11 12 11 10 11 11 

14 10 15 15 15 13 14 14 15 13 
15 10 17 17 16 16 15 14 17 15 
7 5 13 13 13 12 13 11 12 8 
9 7 16 15 16 16 13 13 14 10 
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are shown in Table 6. Averages of Sections 
1,2 and 3 and of 4,5 and 6 are shown graplii-
caUy in Figure 6. No systematic examinations 
were made with the magnifying glass or m 
sunUght but i t was noted that the bead appU-
cation was not uniform in many fines. Varia
tions from position to position ran as high as 
4 or 5 points. Usually, however, they did not 
exceed 2 or 3, which could be considered 

quite erratic. Thus readings in these areas 
were discontinued in Sections 1, 2 and 3 after 
30 days and in Sections 4, 5 and 6 after 38 
days. Wear in areas between wheel tracks waa 
much less severe and readings were contmued 
to 83 and 66 days respectively. Readmgs at 
greater ages should have, and would have 
been made, had weather and road surface 
conditions been favorable. 
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Figure 6. Reflectance Values—Route 50, Cole County 

satisfactory. Extreme variations were usuaUy 
checked by rereadmg aU positions. 

I t should be noted that these fines involve 
two rates of acceleration of wear as compared 
to the regular beaded "no-passing" lines as 
appfied in Missouri. Fu^t, the pamt film 
thickness was less than one baii that of regular 
fines and the beads were underbonded, and 
second, the parts of the lines through the wheel 
tracks were subjected to full traffic wear. The 
areas in the wheel tracks lost beads and the 
paint scaled or wore away rapidly. Loss of 
beads and paint was not uniform and the 
areas became progressively more spotted and 
streaked until Hunter meter reflectance 
values were difficult to determine and were 

In order to evaluate the characteristics of a 
new bead, identified as Bead H , which became 
available after Test Sections 1 to 6 inclusive 
were completed, three new series of transverse 
fines were appfied across half the width of the 
pavement on Route 50 west of Jefferson City 
in 1949. Traffic, during the tune of these 
tests, averaged approxunately 3200 vehicles 
per day, of which an estimated one half passed 
over the fines. Sections 7 and 8 were appfied 
May 26. Pamt was appfied in Section 7 by use 
of the Une-o-graph and in Section 8 by use of 
the hand propeUed nozale striper. Beads A, B, 
C, D, E and H were used and appfied by 
means of a metering type dispenser. The wet 
paint film thicknesses were approximately 7 
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mils for Section 7 and 25 mils for Section 8. 
Bead coverage was at the rate of approxi
mately 6 lb. per gal. of paint. 

Section 9 was applied July 21 using Beads 
C, D, E and H . "This section was abandoned 
because the lines were considered unsatis
factory for reflectance measurements. Traffic 
had been permitted to pass over the lines 

was kept off the lines for 5 hr. to allow the 
paint to dry more thoroughly. The wet paint 
film thickness was approximately 7 mils and 
bead coverage was approximately 6 lb. per 
gal. of paint. 

Readmg positions on the selected lines were 
carefully marked so that the instrument posi
tions laterally as well as along the Ime could 

TABLE 7 
TRANSVERSE LINES-ROUTE 80 COLE COUNTY 

Hunter Meter Refleotanca Values 

In Wheel Tracks Between Wheel Tracks 

Days I 5 12 20 39 42 60 76 96 117 1 6 12 20 29 42 60 76 96 117 

Section? 
Line-o-cnph Striper 

Btad 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
H 

12 
10 
14 
14 
10 
16 

6 
8 

11 
9 
6 

14 

14 
11 
14 
14 
11 
18 

11 
11 
14 
16 
11 
16 

9 
10 
16 
16 
8 

18 

9 
11 
17 
16 
8 

19 

7 
8 

14 
12 
6 

16 

6 
8 

13 
9 
4 

13 

4 
7 

13 
9 
3 

14 

3 
4 

11 
6 
2 

IS 1 

Section 8 
Noisle Stnper 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
H 

11 
4 

10 
9 

12 
16 

8 
4 
8 
8 

12 
14 

7 
6 

10 
10 
12 
16 

7 
4 

11 
10 
10 
16 

8 
4 

12 
10 
7 

16 

6 
4 

11 
9 
6 

13 

5 
3 

10 
8 
6 

12 

11 

14 

6 
6 

10 
9 
3 

11 

16 
11 
14 
15 
15 
13 

12 
8 

13 
12 
11 
9 

11 
11 
14 
16 
14 
16 

10 
11 
16 
16 
16 
14 

9 
11 
14 
14 
16 
14 

8 
10 
11 
13 
13 
14 

7 
9 

12 
13 
13 
14 

8 
11 
14 
15 
16 
16 

8 
11 
14 
14 
18 
IS 

Section 10 
Line-o-gnph Striper 

ABB— 
Days I 3 6 10 13 20 29 39 47 60 1 3 6 10 13 20 29 89 47 60 

Btad 
C\ 
C-2 
D-1 
D-2 
E-1 
E-2 
H-1 
H-2 

16 
13 
17 
16 
16 
17 
21 
21 

16 
13 
17 
17 
16 
16 
21 
20 

16 
12 
17 
16 
16 
15 
20 
20 

13 
I I 
16 
17 
16 
14 
20 
19 

12 
11 
17 
17 
14 
13 
20 
18 

10 
8 

17 
17 
12 
11 
18 
18 

4 
3 

16 
16 
8 
8 

16 
16 

2 
2 

11 
8 
3 
6 
7 
8 

10 
4 

3 

16 
13 
16 
16 
16 
16 
21 
22 

13 
12 
14 
14 
14 
14 
19 
19 

11 
9 

12 
11 
11 
12 
16 
16 

13 
12 
13 
14 
14 
14 
19 
20 

14 
12 
14 
16 
14 
14 
20 
19 

14 
13 
16 
16 
14 
14 
19 
19 

16 
13 
16 
16 
14 
16 
20 
20 

IS 
14 
18 
19 
13 
IS 
21 
21 

12 
11 
17 
16 
12 
12 
18 
19 

8 
9 

17 
17 
7 

12 
18 
19 

about 30 mm. after apphcation, causing 
variable damage. The hues did not have the 
desired uniformity of apphcation of beads and 
the Imes on which one type of bead was used 
were found to be entirely unsmtable for re
flectance measurements For these reasons, no 
evaluation of the hnes was made 

Section 10 was apphed July 22 and was a 
duphcation of the abandoned section. The 
beads were apphed by the laboratory dis
penser carried by hand and a more uniform 
distribution was generally obtamed. Traffic 

be readily duphcated. Five readmgs at 2-in. 
mtervals were made m the wheel track and 
between the wheel tracks. The results ob
tamed are shown m Table 7 and Figure 7. 

The stations m the wheel tracks m Section 
7 were read at 1 and 12 days only. At 20 days 
these Imes were so worn that pamt and beads 
remamed only m short, narrow streaks and a 
few "quarter" and "dune" suse spots, and no 
reflectance measurements were attempted. I t 
IS judged that values of the order of 4 to 6 
might have been obtamed m some positions. 
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Particulai effort was made to obtain re
flectance values, even though they were very 
erratic, for lines m such condition between the 
wheel tracks m this section, and both m and 
between the wheel tracks in Sections 8 and 
10, and measurements weie contmued as long 
as any appreciable areas of beads were 
present 

nicked and ciushed beads were found in all 
the hnes In geneial, Beads C, D and H with
stood the shatteiing effects of traffic better 
than Beads A, B and E Bead loss m the wheel 
tracks ranged from moderate to heavy for 
Beads C, D and H and from heavy to extreme 
for Beads A, B and E. Between the wheel 
tracks, loss ranged from slight for Beads C, D 

IN WHEEL TRACK BETWEEN WHEEL TRACKS 
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Figure 7. Reflectance Values—Route 50, Cole County 

I n Section 8, placed with the nozzle striper, 
the beads were immediately ironed mto the 
pamt in the wheel tracks so that, with the 
exception of Bead H , even the larger beads 
were i or more submerged. The Ime in which 
Bead H was used showed considerably less 
bead submergence and i t is presumed that the 
paint film might have been somewhat thinner 
than in the other hnes Even though heavily 
embedded, the beads exhibited the effects of 
traffic impact and, at later ages, a great many 

and H to shght to moderate for Beads B and 
E and to heavy for Bead A Bead A quickly 
became badly etched both in and between the 
wheel tracks. 

In Section 10, placed with the hne-o-graph, 
the hnes for Bead C, as noted by initial ob
servation, either received a low rate of bead 
application or else, for some other reason, 
failed to show initial bead retention equal to 
the other hnes For this reason the reflectance 
data for Bead C m this section, while reported 
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is not consideied m the final evaluation. The 
other fines did show satisfactory apphcation 
Durmg the first 20 days the fines m which 
Beads C and E were used became very spotted 
m the wheel tracks due to uneven loss of beads 
from the pamt film. There was no scahng of 
the pamt. The Imes m which Beads D and H 
were used developed only shght spottmess 
but there was some shght scahng in these fines. 
Between the wheel tracks the hues had mam-
tamed their onginal appearance with only 
shght bead loss. Subsequently aU the hues m 
the wheel tracks became progressively more 
and more spotted and worn until few beads 
and fittle pauit remamed. Between the wheel 
tracks, the hnes in which Bead D was used 
maintained their umform appearance, while 
some spottmess was beginmng to appear m 
the Imes m which Bead H was used. Lme E-1 
had become extremely spotted while E-2 was 
less so The hnes m which Bead C was used 
also were extremely spotted. 

UNACCELERATES TESTS 

Route 66, St. Louis County—The fines on 
Route 66 were placed one on each side of the 
centerfine of the 4-lane pavement extendmg 
from St. Louis City Lumts westerly for 10.8 
miles. As previously stated, this series was 
designed as a less accelerated check of the 
trends established by the transverse stripes 
appfied on Route 50 at Jefferson City. 

Traffic was very heavy and provided con
siderable acceleration of wear m comparison 
with regular "No-Passmg" Imes. The foUow-
mg 1948 traffic counts were recorded: 

Beginning of Section 1 
End of Section 10 
Beginning of Section 11 
West end of Section 20 

vehideB per day 
12,906 
10,625 
9,306 
7,273 

Short distances at two important mtersec-
tions and over the Meramec River Bridge had 
previously been striped. These were treated 
as exceptions and omitted from the study m 
order to avoid the effects of pamtmg over rem
nants of previously applied Imes All sections 
except 19 and 20 were i mile long. Sections 
19 and 20 weie approximately i mile long. 

The fines weie appfied by regular stripmg 
equipment on August 11 and 12, 1948 Table 
8 shows the airangement and the pairing of 
the beads Sections 1 through 16 were applied 

by use of two pamt nozzles and a metering 
type double unit dispenser. Sections 17 
through 20 were placed with a smgle nozzle 
and the gravity flow bead dispenser. Both 
dispensers apply the beads to the pamt fines 
immediately after the pamt has been apphed 
to the pavement. The north fine on these four 
sections was placed first, then the equipment 
was returned to the begmnmg of Section 17 
and the south lme applied. The pamt supply m 
the tanks became exhausted at 0 1 mile be
yond the begmnmg of Section 15 and the tanks 
were refiUed with pamt meetmg the same 
specifications but manufactured at a later 
date. This pamt was used for the remamder 
of Section 15 and for the remammg sections. 
Durmg apphcation with the dual equipment 
i t appeared that the north (right) side dis
penser was feedmg more beads A check of the 
two bead tanks at the end of Section 4 mdi
cated also that this was true. The south fine, 
as apphed, did not have a stiictly umform 
section The pamt appeared thm m a strip 
about li m wide, i m. from the north edge 
and the south half of the lme appeared to have 
a greater concentration of beads. The north 
fine appeared umform m section with a um
form lateral distribution of beads. 

Wet pamt film measurements on metal 
plates between Sections 13 and 14 showed the 
thickness of the north hne to be 18i mils. 
The measurement of the south hne was made 
in the thm portion m the north half of the fine 
and showed i t to be 13 mils. Measurements m 
Section 18 gave results of 17 and 18 mils for 
the north fine and 18 mils for tfie south fine. 
Beads were apphed m Sections 1 through 16 at 
the rate of 4 75 lb per gal. and on Sections 17 
through 20 at about 5 lb per gal. 

Samples of aU hnes were obtamed on sized 
paper by securmg 11- by 22-m paper panels to 
the pavement m the path of the stnper and 
protecting the samples with barricades until 
they had dned sufficiently to permit handlmg. 
These samples were retaineid and are stiU 
available for observation as representmg the 
characteristics of the hnes as appfied 

Stations for reflectance measurements were 
marked on each fine at about the mid pomt of 
each section Three readmgs at 6-m mtervals 
were taken on each lme at each station The 
number of readmgs on each fine at each sta
tion was later mcreased to 5, all spaced at 
6-m intervals The results are shown m Table 
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8 and Figuie 8. The first reflectance measure
ments of these hnes were made at 2 days. 
Smce i t was the first experience with the 
Hunter Night Visibility Meter on this work, 
generally two or three operators collaborated 
and any results which were obviously out of 
line were checked by rereading. I t was found 

TABLE 8 
DUAL CENTER L I N E 

ROUTE 86-ST LOUIS COUNTY 
Hunter Meter Reflectance Values 

Sec. Line Bead 
Age—Dayn 

Sec. Line Bead 
2 14 48 68 126 240 

1 N» B 11 10 I I 12 
S A 11 9 10 10 

2 N A 11 10 9 9 
8 B 10 10 10 11 

3 N C 11 11 I I 8 
8 A 11 9 8 7 

4 N A 11 10 9 6 
8 C 12 10 10 10 

6 N D 12 13 13 fi 8 A 12 9 9 9 
6 N A 12 10 10 6 

8 D 12 11 13 11 
7 N E 12 13 12 8 

8 A 11 10 11 8 
8 N A 11 11 9 6 

S £ 12 12 U 9 
9 N E 11 13 9 

8 B 10 10 11 
10 N B 12 10 8 

8 E 12 13 n 
11 N O I I 14 11 

8 C 11 12 8 
12 N c 10 12 t 
e l 8 D 11 12 11 
13 N £ 12 11 6 

8 c 11 13 10 
14 N C 11 13 8 3 

8 E 10 12 8 3 & 7 
IS N D 20 17 17 16 12 4 

8 B 17 16 12 13 12 7 &11>> 
16 N B 16 16 13 14 8 . 

8 D 16 IS I t IS 
8 . 

17 N C 21 20 17 IS 6 
8 A 16 17 12 12 11 7 

18 N A 19 19 14 14 13 8 
8 D 14 14 10 15 14 13 

19 N D 18 17 17 17 
8 £ 17 14 14 7 

20 N D 16 16 16 14 
8 E 14 13 13 S 

• N—North Line 
. 8—South Line 
''Edgeof Line 

that the mitial readmgs for Sections 1 through 
14 were essentially the same regardless of the 
type of bead used while greater differences 
and higher values were obtamed on Sections 
15 through 20 

As mentioned previously, two lots of pamt 
were used on the Route US 66 section and i t 
was noted that initial reflectance values of the 
beads applied on the second lot of pamt were 
considerably higher than the first. The first 
lot of paint, used on Sections 1 through 14, was 

approxunately 1 yr. old while the second lot 
used on the balance of the sections had been 
manufactured just several days before apphca-
tion. Examination of the Imes under the 20 X 
glass mdicated that when older pamt was 
used the beads were more thoroughly en
veloped because of apparent pamt "upcreep" 
whereas, with the newer pamt, the beads, 
although satisfactory embedded, had less 
pronounced envelopment of paint around the 
upper surfaces. This characteristic was noted 
at vanous tunes on other field sections and 
can be attributed to certam properties of the 
pamt 

As discussed previously, the Missouri 
standaid specification traffic paint contains 
dispersion resm to provide rapid drying char
acteristics This dispersion resm consists of a 
highly polymerized oleoresmous material dis
persed m a carrymg agent. I t must be fuUy 
compatible with the varnish used m formula
tion The iiamt is made by mtroducing all 
constituents m a pebble mill and allowmg 
sufficient grmdmg period to produce a smooth 
well ground pamt The resulting pamt has 
tenacious adhering qualities and accordmgly 
acts as a good bmder for glass beads. The 
paint, however, is unorthodox smce, although 
appearing to provide a smooth film, i t is some
what thixotropic because all of the fine par
ticles of the dispersed resm are not in complete 
solution. When stored at temperatures ap-
proximatmg 70 F. or lower the pamt retams its 
original viscosity but when stored at higher 
temperatures, such as are encountered durmg 
summer months, the efflux or flow viscosity 
as gaged by the Ford Cup may show a con
siderable decrease. When the flow viscosity 
decreases, the consistency as measured by the 
Stormer viscometer will show a correspondmg 
decrease but to a much lesser degree, such 
that pamt which has been reduced m flow vis
cosity to as low as 15 (Ford Cup No. 4 at 
80 F.) has sufficient body to provide well 
defined and satisfactory lines. Apparently the 
decrease m viscosity is caused by a further 
solution effect of the dispersed resin when 
mamtained at elevated temperatures The 
decrease of consistency or body permits the 
beads when added by surface application to 
immerse more easily and deeply in the older 
pamt thus causing more paint to remain 
around them as the film dries and shrinks 
away The lower efflux viscosity of the older 
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pamt would also be expected to mciease its 
wetting charactenstics and promote greater 
envelopment of the beads Differences m 
durabihty of the beaded pamt Imes usmg 
either new or older pamts have not been sig-
niflcant. 

These Imes were subjected to considerable 
traffic wear as i t was observed that vehicles 
tended to travel on or cross the hnes when 
passmg others, particularly when opposmg 
traffic was hght Foi the first 68 days, the 
hnes m Sections 1 through 14 showed, m 
general, shght effects of traffic wear There 
was some bead loss and some "pohshmg" or 
decrease of envelopment of the beads. The 
hnes for Sections 15 through 20 showed some
what greater bead loss. Also, more fi-equent 
occurrence of uneven unage hnes in the 
Hunter meter were noted. Observations of 
Sections 17 and 18 both at mght and in sun
light, showed that these hnes were not uni
form throughout the sections. The south hne 
of Section 18 was definitely underbeaded for 
considerable distances Station 18 fell near 
the turnout to a cabm camp and was so 
marked with mud and sand that i t was neces
sary to take readings 300 f t to the west with 
very much higher results for the south hne, 
which mdicated also that that hne at the 
origmal station had been under-beaded. The 
north hne m Section 17 was observed to be 
wearmg very thin m the center This hne was 
only 3i-m wide and the pamt-fihn was very 
much heavier along the edges Subsequently 
this Ime wore m such a manner that only two 
narrow but bnght streaks were visible at 
night. This wear would mdicate a thm pamt 
fihn in the center with markedly less envelop
ment of the beads and could thus account for 
the relatively high imtial reflectance values 
obtamed. The charactenstics of these lines 
are such that exclusion of the data might be 
justified 

At 125 days all sections were showmg 
marked wear, some scahng of the pamt fihn 
and moderate to extreme bead loss Lmes 
at some stations adjacent to giaveled paikmg 
strips or side road approaches were particu
larly affected At this age it was found that 
the mequahties m apphcation of pamt and 
beads were becommg rather pronounced 
The south hne was generally retainmg reflec
tivity better than its compamon north hne, 
although the characteristic thm streak near 

the center of the Ime was wearing vety thm. 
Numerous cases of uneven unage hnes m the 
Hunter meter, requiring careful judgment of 
balance, were noted 

Final examination of the hues was made at 
240 days after a wmter of service. By this 
tune the hnes m the first 13 stations, over 
which traffic was heaviest, were so worn that 
pamt and beads remamed only m spots and 
streaks, the streaks ordmanly being along 
the edges of the stnpes The pamt was fre
quently gone entirely for several hundred 
feet or was merely a stam with a few small 
beads held m depressions m the pavement. 
Sections 14 to 20, mclusive, when observed at 
mght, appeared to be m progressively better 
condition and reflectance measurements were 
attempted on these sections On Sections 14 
to 16, mclusive, the uneven lateral distnbu-
tion of pamt and beads m the south Ime was 
so pronounced that measurements were made, 
both with the mstrument centered on the hne 
and with i t centered on the south one-third of 
the hne. On Section 17, the south hne had 
fairly umfoim lateral distribution but the 
north hne was worn m the center with i-m. 
bright sti-eaks along each edge Measurements 
were made on one of these edges Both edge 
and center values are shown m Table 8 and 
on Figure 8 Lateral distribution of pamt and 
beads at Stations 18, 19 and 20 were reason
ably uniform although the hnes were worn and 
bead loss heavy except for the north hne in 
Section 20 

Route P, St Louts County—On August 13th 
a series of 50-ft. sections were apphed on 
Route SP, St Louis County, usmg Beads A, 
B, C, D, E and F These sections were de
signed to supplement the US Route 66 sec
tions by providing tests at the mid-pomt of 
the traffic lane instead of adjacent to the 
center hne. Because of the short lengths of the 
hnes the pamt was apphed by means of a 
motor-driven, hand guided pressure spray 
stnper. Beads were apphed by gravity flow 
through a "fish tail" onfice attached to the 
stnpei 

These sections weie abandoned but pro
duced the foUowmg information Longi
tudinal sections of shoit length, apphed near 
mtersections where traffic must stop, were 
subject to coating with oil drippmgs and soil. 
They were also subjected to selective and 
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excessive wear from granular material earned 
onto the pavement. The fight motor-dnven 
stnper did not produce a uniform bead apph
cation because of excessive vibration. These 
conditions did not permit satisfactory evalua
tion of reflectance although the original re
flectance measurements obtamed from sec
tions havmg satisfactory bead coverage 
checked results obtamed on other instaUa-
tions 

Rfnde 40, Callaway and Montgomery Counties— 
Lmes were appfied m no-passmg zones on 
September 20,1948, m the south lane of the 
two lane pavement on Route 40, between 
Kingdom City and Mmeola m CaUaway and 
Montgomery Counties to compare a new bead 
identified as "Bead G" with Beads C & D 
under average field conditions Traffic over 
these sections averaged approxunately 2600 
vehicles per day of which an estunated one-
half traveled m the lane in which the hnes 
were apphed. 

The fines were appfied m three groups or 
sections. The first section on which Bead D 
was used was 4 5 miles long and mcluded ten 
no-passmg zones, the second section, on which 
Bead G was used was 5.1 miles long and 
included six no-passmg zones; the third sec
tion on which Bead C was used was 4.6 miles 
long and uicluded thirteen no-passmg zones 
These fines were placed, m accordance with 
Missouri practice, in the center of the lane. 
Regular stripmg eqmpment was used, and the 
betuis were apphed by a metering t y p e dis
penser. The wet pamt film tfiickness was 
15-18 mils and beads were appfied at the rate 
of approximately 4 lb. per gal. 

Three readmg stations in Sections 1 and 2 
and four stations in Section 3 were selected 
and marked. Five readings spaced at 6-in. 
mtervals were made at each station. First 
readings were made on one day. Detaded 
exaimnations of the fines at tfie readuig sta
tions were made under a 20 X glass and obser
vations by reflected sunfight were also made 
and recorded. At the time of the first examma-
tions i t appeared, under the 20 X glass, that 
the bead apphcation had been somewhat 
sparse or that a considerable number of the 
beads were submerged m or covered over by 
the pamt. The visible beads were widely 
spaced and no appreciable amount of upcreep 
was evident. 

Subsequent leadmgs and examinations at 
17 and 64 days showed that the fines were 
mamtaining tfie ongmal reflectivity and ap
pearance. Readmgs and examinations at 144 
days showed shght but consistent reductions 
m reflectivity, generally shght to moderate 
bead loss, and some mtermittent scahng of 
pamt Lmes on curves and hills that had been 
cmdered durmg the wmter had become badly 
worn and scaled. I t was necessary to move 
Station 7 fifteen feet west m order to read an 
unsealed area Some readmg areas at other 
stations were shghtly scaled although there 
was no scahng at some stations 

Readmgs at 187 days mdicated recovery of 
reflectivity to approximately former values for 
Beads G & C and sfigfit recovery for Bead D. 
Readings at 263 and 319 days revealed no 
significant reductions during tfiat period, nor 
were there any sigmficant differences ui the 
appearances of the hnes except that those on 
curves to the left were showmg increasmg 
wear and scafing of pauit. Tfie results obtauied 
are sfiown m Table 9 and Figure 9. 

Route SO, Pettia and Johnson Counts—Lmes 
were appfied m no-passmg zones on November 
30,1948 in both lanes of the 2-lane pavement 
on Route 50 between Sedalia and Warrens-
burg ui Pettis and Johnson Counties to make 
additional comparisons under field conditions 
of Beads C, D, G and E. Traffic over these 
sections averaged approxunately 2300 vehicles 
per day of which i t is estunated that one-half 
traveleid in each lane 

The fines were appfied in four groups as 
foUows. 

North Lane — Sedalia - Knobnoster —19 
miles—'G' Bead 

North Lane—Knobnoster-Warrensburg— 
10 miles—'D' Bead 

South Lane—Warrensburg-Knobnoster— 
10 miles—'C Bead 

South Lane—Knobnostei^Sedalia—19 miles 
—'E' Bead 

A 5-nule section of bitummous pavement 
between Sedafia and Knobnoster was stnped 
at the same time but was considered an excep
tion and not mcluded m the study. 

These lines were placed, in accordance with 
Missoun practice, m the center of the lanes. 
Regular stripmg eqmpment was used. The 
beads were apphed by the gravity dispenser 
which did not give perfectly uniform lateral 
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distribution Approximately 3 i lb. of beads 
per gallon of pamt were applied on these hnes. 

TABLE 0 
NO PASSING LINES 

ROUTE 40-CALLAWAY & MONTGOMERY 
COUNTIES 

Hunter Meter Reflectance Values 

Age—Days 
Station Bead Station Bead 

1 17 64 144 187 263 319 

1 D 16 12 12 10 11 0 11 
2 15 13 14 10 10 9 10 
3 12 13 13 9 10 11 11 

Average 14— I S  13 10- 10+ 10- 1 1 -

4 G 12 IS 12 10 12 10 11 
5 11 10 11 10 11 11 11 
6 10 0 10 8 0 7 10 

Average 11 11— 11 «+ U— 9+ 1 1 -

7 C 10 10 n 8* 10* 9» 10» 
7A 12 11 11 0 11 10 11 
8 9 10 10 0 9 0 8 
9 11 11 12 11 11 10 11 

Average 11— 11— 11 9+ 10+ 10- 10 

> New Station Old Stetion Scaled—not tepresentatave 
of lines 

passed over the plates. The measurements 
showed rather wide variation rangmg from 
approximately 13 mils to 21 mils The thick
ness of the film varied inversely with the speed 
of the stnper which evidently was reduced 
somewhat when traveling upgrade and in
creased when traveling downgrade. 

Three reading stations were selected and 
marked in each section, in the same line or a 
Ime near the one in which the film thickness 
measurements were made. Five readings 
spaced at 6-in. intervals were made at each 
station. The first readings were made at 6 
days. Examination under the 20 X glass re
vealed considerable "upcreep" and tiiat the 
beads were ahnost completely enveloped in 
paint. Al l lines except at Stations 7, 8 and 9 
had about the same appearance. At Stations 
7, 8 and 9 the beads were obviously smaller 
and were even further enveloped except for a 
few extremely large beads which were only 
about half submerged. The bead distribution 
was not uniform laterally. Heavier coverage 
in three streaks was evident both in sunlight 
and under the magnifying glass. Bead loss was 
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Figure 9. Reflectance Values—Route 40, Callaway-Mon^omery Counties 
Route 50, Pettis-Johnson Counties 

Wet pamt film thickness measurements were 
made on metal plates in each section, the flow 
of beads being interrupted while the stnper 

very shght, only an occasional empty bead 
cup being observed. 

Later examinations and measurements 
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showed that the hnes had mamtamed their 
reflective values, even perhaps mcreasmg 
shghtly. More beads were visible under a 
magnifymg glass and envelopment had been 
reduced. The larger beads remammg were 
about i to i exposed While there was some 
variation between stations, bead loss was 
slight to moderate where unaffected by scalmg. 
The streaked appearance in sunhght reflection 
had largely disappeared but the apphcation 
appeared sparse. 

TABLE 10 
NO PASSING LINES 

ROUTE 80-PBTTI8 & JOHNSON COUNTIES 
Hunter Meter Reflectance Values 

Age—Days 
Station Bead Station Bead 

6 72 IIS 191 246 

1 G 8 9 9 10 10 
2 7 10 9 10 9 
3 8 10 9 11 9 

Average 8 - 10- 9 10+ 9+ 

4 D 9 9 9 10 10 
5 8 10 8 10 9 
6 8 9 8 9 9 

Average 8+ 9+ 8+ 10- 9+ 

7 C 7 4» 8̂  !f gb 
8 8 8 9 10 9 
9 8 8 9 10 9 

Average 8 - 8 9 10- 9 

10 E 8 8 9 9 6 
11 8 9 9 9 9 
12 9 7 9 7 9° 

Average 8+ 8 9 8+ 8 

•Entire line'severely scaled—Not representative 
•> New Station-1 0 mile east. 
° Severely scaled-Moved 40' East 

At both 191 and 246 days Beads C, D and 
G were approxunately equal m reflectance 
while Bead E gave consistently shghtly lower 
results. With the exceptions of those hnes on 
hills and curves, the hnes appeared to be m 
condition to give many more months of 
service. The results obtamed are shown m 
Table 10 and Figure 9. 

DISCUSSION OF LABORATORY DATA 

Studies of the effects of chemical composi
tion of glass on durabihty and reflectance are 
difficult and are probably outside the logical 
field of many highway laboratories. Special 

techmques and expert chemical work are 
required. For these reasons i t seems desirable 
to approach this subject with care and to 
develop control tests for specification purposes 
which do not mvolve complete chemical 
analysis. For example; should only the sihca 
content, in conjunction with physical charac
teristics such as crushmg strength, gradation, 
refractive mdex and reflectance be deemed 
necessary to provide proper control, the prob
lem IS not too complex smce relatively simple 
methods to obtam reproducible results for this 
constituent are available. I f , however, com
plete chemical analysis is considered necessary 
the problem is of major proportion m the case 
of unusual compositions because of the long 
tedious methods which must be followed and 
the need for vanous methods of attack de
pendent upon composition. Even if complete 
chemical analyses are obtamed, correlation 
with crushmg strength, refractive index, 
chemical durabihty, etc. is difficult and some 
composition leqmrements which might be 
specified might unduly restrict the develop
ment of reflective materials. Physical tests of 
the product, specifically measurmg the charac
teristics desired, are much to be preferred to 
attempts to predict physical characteristics 
from a complex chenucal composition. 

Glasses of orthodox sihca-soda-hme compo
sition such as Beads B, C, D and E, do not 
present any particular difficulty m chemical 
analysis and the pubbshed ASTM methods 
are fuUy adequate. The low sihca glasses con-
tammg fluorme and various metalhc oxides 
such as Beads A, F, G and H present an 
entuely different problem. Spectrochemical 
analysis for quahtative determination of 
metals present seems to be the most expedi
tious and rapid means of approach This may 
be followed by gravunetric chemical analyses, 
but extensive search may be found necessary 
to locate suitable and rehable methods. 

As would be expected, the high sihca glasses 
m Beads B, C, D and E were chemically 
resistant, as determmed by acid attack, and 
were not affected by atmospheric exposure. 
Beads A and F on the other hand were 
readily decomposed by 1.1 sulphuric acid 
solution and were attacked by water with the 
formation of white deposits. These white 
deposits were often apparent on the A bead 
after apphcation m the paint but i t was not 
determined definitely whether such deposits 
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were caused by moistuie or attack by the 
fatty acids m the pamt Moisture was sus
pected as bemg the contributing factor. The 
laboratory-prepared glass panels under at
mospheric exposure showed a significant 
decrease m reflectance values over a period of 
several months for the A bead (F bead was 
not used on these panels) m comparison with 
B, C, D, E and H . I t is mterestmg to note 
that the low sihca glasses which had improved 
resistance to moisture and, in different degrees 
to acid attack, contamed additional oxides 
such as titanium, zirconium and zmc This was 
noticeably true m the case of Beads G and H . 
From these findmgs i t may follow that glass 
beads which, on laboratory examination, mdi
cate any weakness m resistance to moisture 
or dilute acid, should be viewed with suspicion 
until service tests have proved theu- durabihty. 

I t IS mterestmg to note that the refractive 
mdexes of the low sihca glasses are consist
ently higher than those with high sihca. 
While this characteristic is important from a 
reflectance standpomt i t must be reahzed that 
i t IS a property of the glass, per se, and not 
of the finished bead Surface imperfections 
such as scratchmg, scormg and pittmg and 
structural defects such as bubbles, mcipient 
fractures and inilkmess caused by myriads of 
fine seeds or uncombmed oxides all contnbute 
to lowermg the reflex-reflection efficiency of 
the beads regardless of the refractive mdex 
of the glass Bead B is an excellent example 
of the depressmg effect of surface defects on 
mitial reflectance values while Bead E, which 
although showmg no particular surface de
fects contamed a preponderance of bubbles, 
showed rather poor resistance to traffic wear 
with resultant greater loss of reflectance as 
compared with Beads C and D, which did not 
have similar defects. In the case of Bead E, its 
loss of reflectance was consistently greater 
when the beads were placed m the thumer 
pamt fihns provided by the hne-o-graph on 
the accelerated pavement test sections. This 
fact seems pertment m emphasizmg the 
structural weakness of the bead as the magni
tude of reflectance loss was lessened when the 
beads were placed m normal pamt films (wet 
thicknesses of the order of 18 mils) m which 
case the pamt was undoubtedly providing 
some protection agamst bead damage 

The beads composed of glasses with low 
sihca contents and havmg the higher mdexes 

of refraction generally gave higher initial 
reflectance values. Such structural defects as 
bubbles m these beads were evidently not of 
sigmficant proportion to appreciably affect 
their reflex-reflection charactenstics on initial 
apphcation 

Regardless of whatever effect the presence 
of bubbles or other structural defects may 
have on mitial reflectance values, their pres
ence cannot be discounted without full knowl
edge of their effect on the structural strength 
of the beads and its relationship m terms of 
durabihty under traffic wear I t is obvious 
that crushmg and breakmg of the beads under 
impact of traffic will result m loss of reflect
ance and the order of this loss will be some 
function of the resistance of the beads to 
rupture The apparatus and procedure de
scribed previously provides a measure of the 
crushing strength. The rate of loadmg of 
70 lb per mm , specified m the procedure, was 
selected arbitranly to best fit the apparatus. 
Rates of loadmg rangmg from 28 to 280 lb. 
per mm. did not appreciably alter the strength 
results This apparatus is admittedly massive 
for the small particle bemg tested and futiue 
refinement of test is to be anticipated Never
theless, the need for weeding out structurally 
weak beads seems to be estabhshed on the 
basis of the results obtamed on Bead E. 

The gradations of the beads were similar 
with the exception of Bead E which was con
siderably coarser than the others This bead 
was evaluated m all tests by results obtamed 
on the matenal submitted without regard to 
the effect of the coarse gradation. Bead C was 
shghtly finer on the No. 30 and No. 50 sieves, 
which was probably not too significant in 
average evaluations. The gradation of Bead D 
is considered about the optunum for highway 
apphcation. Such a gradation has enough 
l a i ^ r beads for early reflectance, with di-
mmishing sizes to become effective as the pamt 
film wears away and the larger beads are lost. 
Earher exploratory work (not reported) on 
gradations of 100 per cent passmg the No. 40 
sieve and 100 per cent passmg the No. 70 
sieve mdicated better performance for the 
coarser gradation not only for early reflectance 
but for mamtenance of reflectance. 

Laboratory prepared glass panels appear to 
provide the best approach for evaluatmg 
mitial reflectance of the beads Precise paint 
film thicknesses can be apphed and fairly 
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unifoim bead coverage can be attained by 
means of the gravity flow motor propelled 
gear track dispenser designed for the mvesti-
gation Besides bemg useful for mitial re
flectance, the beaded pamts can be utihzed 
for other tests, particularly atmospheric 
exposure. Such exposure proved to be a ready 
means of venfymg the non-duiable nature of 
the glass composition used m Bead A 

In pieparmg beaded glass panels considera
tion must be given to optimum pamt thick
ness and quantity of beads apphed. I t is 
obvious that thick pamt films will tend to 
"drown" the beads whereas too heaj^i<)^ 
apphcation of beads will appreciably affect 
directional reflectance because of what might 
be termed "bead mterference " Wet pamt 
film thickness of 18 mils and bead apphcation 
of 6 lb per gal. of pamt seem to provide desir
able conditions foi comparative evaluation 

A number of preliminary and exploratory 
laboratory tests were conducted, the data from 
which are not considered sufficiently extensive 
or significant to be reported These included 
impact tests of the beads, freezmg and thawing 
of beaded stripes on glass panels, and vanous 
water, dilute acid and alkah solubility tests. 
Laboratory wear tests of the beaded stripes 
were not attempted because of the uncer-
tamty of existmg methods to provide vahd 
correlation with service records 

« 
DISCUSSION OF FIELD DATA 

Accelerated Tests 

Transverse Lmes, RoiUe 60 Cole County— 
The data obtained from all field mstallations 
are necessanly affected by many factors and 
cannot be as conclusive as data obtamed from 
laboratory studies where more precise control 
of procedures and eqmpment is possible 
Variations m reflectance measurements of 
field installations may be caused by non-
uniformity of bead distribution and by pres
ence of foreign materials on the lmes Varia
tions may also be caused by differences m 
rates of bead and pamt apphcation, mitial 
bead retention, pamt scahng and differential 
wear At some time durmg the tests, the 
effects of pamt scalmg and wear overshadow 
the performance of the beads themselves, and 
it becomes necessary to disregard subsequent 
results m order to make proper comparisons 
In other words, at some pomt differences m 

reflectance values are no longei significant in 
terms of bead perfoimance alone However, 
the differences m reflectance which were ob
tamed in these tests are considered to be suffi
ciently consistent and of such magmtude that 
some defimte trends aie indicated and that 
some significant evaluations can be made 

The trends shown by the data from the ac
celerated tests on Route 50, Cole County, are 
as follows 

Bead A produced an initial brightness higher 
than other beads used, which would be ex
pected as the result of its high mdex of refrac
tion, but its brightness consistently and 
rapidly decreased to relatively low values 
These beads became severely etched and bead 
loss was generally a prominent factor 

Bead B consistently gave the lowest initial 
brightness values but it mamtamed these low 
values with considerably less loss, percentage
wise, than most other beads. Low reflectance 
values may be ascnbed to milkmess and sur
face scormg caused durmg manufacture. 

Beads C and D which seem to be closely 
parallel in reflective performance gave rela
tively high imtial values and with a few excep
tions mamtamed satisfactory values for longer 
penods than the other beads except Bead H 
In Sections 1 to 6 mclusive they consistently 
outranked the other beads In Section 8 
(nozzle striper) they outranked all except 
Bead H although Bead E also gave approxi
mately equivalent results between the wheel 
tracks. In Section 10, the hnes m which Bead 
C was used failed to show satisfactory mitial 
bead retention as previously noted and for 
this reason the results were disregarded 
Beads C and D show what would be con
sidered in the opimon of the authors the best 
general average efficiency m reflectance of all 
the beads mcluded m these sections with the 
possible exception of Bead H 

Bead E ordmarily gave reflectance values of 
a relatively low order and m Sections 1 to 6 
inclusive, lost reflectance at rates equal to or 
greater than the other beads. I t generally was 
supenor to Bead A in mamtenance of re
flectance In Section 7 this bead showed a 
severe decrease m reflectance while m Sections 
8 and 10 it showed a consistent decrease in 
brightness m the wheel tracks but performed 
considerably better between the wheel tracks 
Its position may be attributed to the presence 
of bubbles which no doubt contribute to its 
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low average crushing strength and the re
sultant greater loss from the lines under the 
impact of traffic. 

Bead F used m Sections 1 to 6 inclusive per
formed similarly to Bead A although it did 
not have as high an imtial reflectance. The 
beads did not become etched but some surface 
scormg was observed 

Beaid H mcluded m Sections 7, 8 and 10 
produced an extremely high mitial reflectance 
and mamtamed its rdSective values very well 
except m Section 10 in the wheel tracks, where 
it dropped to the values of Bead D. Thereafter 
values were not quite so high as those of Bead 
D. I t appears that this bead should, despite 
its unorthodox composition give satisfactory 
results m service; however, the field data on 
which this present opimon is based are lunited 
to these three installations and cannot be 
considered conclusive. 

I t will be observed that the chart for Section 
10, between the wheel tracks, shows an un
usual drop and recovery of reflectance for all 
beads at 6 and 10 days while m the wheel 
tracks there are no such correspondmg results. 
Exammation of these bnes at 6 days with a 
20 X glass showed that all of the beads be
tween the wheel tracks were covered with a 
veiy fine coatmg. I t is beheved that this 
coatmg resulted from spillage from trucks 
hauling cement or agricultural limestone. 
This coating had disappeared four days later. 

Further study of the figures and tables will 
reveal several other apparent mconsistencies. 
For instance m Section 1, between the wheel 
tracks, the hne in which Bead B was used read 
lower at 27 and 30 days than at 45, 55 and 83 
days. Also m Section 2 m the wheel track the 
hne in which Bead E was used read higher at 
21 days than it did the time before and the 
tune after. Possible explanations for such in
consistencies are that the bead apphcation 
was not uniform and that shghtly different 
areas were viewed, even though the meter was 
placed m practically the same positions; that 
the image Imes were irregular and the balances 
difficult to ascertam and were judged different 
from earlier and later readmgs; that the beads 
had become coated or had been polished by 
traffic between readings and thus were differ
ent in reflectmg quahties, or that the observer 
erred m his readmgs. I t has been found that 
fresh oil droppmgs change values and that fine 
powdery coatings defimtely affect the results. 

Unaccelerated Tests 
Route ee, St. Louis Coun^The data and 
figures reveal that initial reflectance values 
were essentially the same regardless of the 
besui used. The envelopment of the beads 
where the first lot of pamt was used seemed to 
exert very defimte control over the develop
ment of their reflective qualities because of 
the low grazmg angle of the Hunter meter. 
This caused them all to fall within a hmited 
range. Where the second lot of pamt was used 
and there was a lower degree of envelopment 
there were greater differences in initial 
reflectance. As was the case with transverse 
lines on Route 50, at some tune during the 
tests the reflectance values began to be in
fluenced by considerations other than bead 
performance alone. For these sections, it 
appears that between the ages of 68 days and 
125 days inherent differences between the 
north and south hues began to appear. By 125 
days, these differences affected the compari
sons as much as or more than the differences 
in the beads themselves. Therefore, it is con
sidered that the data obtamed at 68 days is 
the latest that can be logically considered m 
makmg strict comparisons of bead perform
ance. At this age these sections disclose the 
following tendencies in the relative per
formance of the beads used. 

Bead A gave lower reflectance values than 
every other bead with which it was used 
except m Sections 17 and 18 The deep en
velopment in the paint ffim prevented the 
high mitial reflectance exhibited m the trans
verse test Imes These beads became badly 
etched at an early age Bead B quite con
sistently rated below other beads with which 
it was compared except Bead A in Sections 
1 and 2. Bead C generally gave slightly lower 
values than Bead D but higher values than 
Beads A and E. Bead D gave higher values 
than any other bead. Bead E gave lower 
values than Beads C and D but higher values 
than Beads A and B. 

On the basis of these data the beads could 
be rated m decreasing order of reflectance 
values as follows: D and C, E, B, A. 

Route 40 Montgomery and Route SO PeUis— 
The data for the unaccelerated tests where the 
lines were placed m the center of the lanes 
show that they generally maintained their 
reflective properties in a very satisfactory 
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manner for the duration of the observations. 
Wear on lines on curves to the left and on 
hills that had been heavily cindered during the 
winter, and paint scahng, caused greater 
differences in reflectance than the beads 
themselves. 

On Route 40, Pettis and Montgomery 
Ck)unties, the lines in which Bead D was used 
gave higher imtial values than the hnes m 
which Beads C and G were used and those 
hnes maintamed that higher reflectance 
through the 64 days readmgs. At 144 days the 
differences had decreased and at 187 days 
average reflectance values were approxi
mately the same for all beads No significant 
differences developed at later dates. 

On Route 50, Pettis and Johnson Counties, 
reflectance values at 6 days were all approxi
mately equal. At 72 days, hnes m which Beads 
G and D were used were brighter than those 
in which Beads C and E were used At 191 
and 246 days, the aveiage reflectance values 
for Beads C, D and G were approximately 
equal while those for Bead E reflected greater 
bead loss and were shghtly lower More paint 
scahng was evident on these sections than on 
Route 40, possibly the result of applymg the 
lines durmg cold weather. Since normal 
wear was so shght, except on curves and 
cindered hills, sufficient tune had not elapsed 
at the end of the observations to brmg out the 
differences m the characteristics of the beads 
to any significant degree as was possible m 
other tests. 

The reflectance values of these hnes, par
ticularly on Route 50, Pettis and Johnson 
Counties, were mitially of a lower order than 
for the transverse hnes and some of the center 
lines on Route 66, St. Louis County These 
values may be ascribed to the heavy envelop
ment of the beads by the paint fihn. 

From the data and observations presented 
in the report the foUowmg conclusions and 
mdications seem to be warranted: 

CONCLtTSIONS 

1. Commercially available reflective beads 
vary considerably in chemical composition 
and physical characteristics and the differ
ences are of such magmtude that differences 
in performance m beaded hnes result 

2 The effectiveness of beaded paint hnes 
decreases at varying rates as a function of 
time and traffic volume. 

3. The presence of foreign materials such 
as soils, sand and other granular materials on 
the pavement surface, reduces the service life 
of a beaded paint stnpe. 

4 Reflectorizmg beads should be rated on 
the basis of a reflectance or performance curve 
which uicludes enough of the tune element to 
permit evaluation of resistance to weathering 
and traffic, rather than on the basis of mitial 
reflectance alone. 

5. Loss of beads from the pamt fihn is an 
important factor in the duuinishing of reflec
tivity of a beaded hne 

6. Structural strength is a factor m bead 
loss. 

7 Imperfections such as scormg, scratch-
mg, etchmg, pitting and milkmess contribute 
to lowering of reflective efficiency 

8 Chemical stabihty of the beads is essen
tial to mamtenance of reflectance. Deteriorat
ing agents may mclude moisture, acids, paint 
fihn constituents, and ice removal agents 

9. Accelerated traffic tests, m the form of 
transverse hnes, are suitable for evaluation of 
service behavior of refiectorizmg beads. 

10. The Hunter meter is a useable mstru-
ment for the measurement of the reflectance 
of beaded surfaces, its accuracy bemg limited 
by the relatively small field of observation. 

INDICATIONS 

1. Beads, graded from coarse to fine, seem 
to result m better mamtenance of reflectance 
than beads of a single size. 

2. Excessively coarse gradations seem to 
result m mcreased bead loss. 

3. The presence of uregular particles tends 
to decrease reflectance. 

4. Bubbles or seeds seem to contribute to 
lowenng of structural strength and resistance 
to traffic impact and hence to reduction of 
reflectivity of beaded hnes. 

5. For the type of field apphcation and 
bmder used in Missouri, a film thickness of 
approxunately 18 mils and a bead apphcation 
of 5 to 6 lb. per gal. seem to be withm the 
optimum range for maximum efficiency. 

6. Changes m viscosity or other charac
teristics of the pamt may affect the embed
ment and envelopment of the beads and thus 
affect the early reflectance and efficiency of 
the traffic Imes. 

7. The thicker paint films tend to reduce 
bead damage and loss. 
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8 With piopei techniques, photographic 
methods may be used to record reflectance 
comparisons and the progressive deterioration 
of reflective Imes 

SXTQOESTIONS FOB FURTHER STUDIES 

It is thought that further work along the 
foUowmg hnes would be productive of m-
formation which would assist m the prepara
tion of proper specifications and m makmg the 
most efficient use of reflectonzmg beads. 

Development or improvement of equipment and 
procedures for-

1. Test foi structural stabihty of glass 
beads. 

2 Test for quantitative determmation of 
non-spherical particles 

3. Measurement of reflectance of larger 
areas than is possible with current equipment. 

4 Measurement of the composite or aver
age reflectance of a substantial length of line 
by a movmg photometer or other device 

5 Apphcation of test Imes so as to control 
thickness and uniformity more closely. 

6 A laboratory test for accelerated weath
ering and traffic action which may be corre
lated with field service 
Studies to determine: 

1. The magnitude of reflectance necessary 
to provide sufficient visibihty for traffic 
control 

2. Optimum film thickness of bmder 
3 Optunum rate of bead apphcation 
4 Optimum gradation or sizes of beads 
5 Effect of varymg quantities of non-

spherical particles 
6 Effect of chemical composition on 

durabihty 
7 Composition of pamt for optimum re

tention of beads 
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APPENDIX 

SPECIFICATION 
The preparation of a specification which 

will provide suitable glass beads and yet not be 
overly restrictive, becomes a rather complex 
problem because of several factors The charac

teristics which should be included are fairly 
well known but it is difficult to specify limits 
for these characteristics which will provide 
suitable materials for all conditions I t must be 
realized that the life of the binder which is in
fluenced by its quality and the amount of 
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traffic wear, is a very important factor From an 
economical standpoint it would not seem desir
able to pay a premium for superior glass beads 
that would have long outlived the stripe on 
which they were placed Yet, on the other hand, 
the beads should be of such quality as to main
tain satisfactory reflectance during the life of 
the stripe. 

The following provisions-and characteristic 
limits are listed as possible bases for the de
velopment of future specifications for reflec
tonzmg traffic marking paint 

OENEBAL 

1 This specification is intended to cover 
glass beads for application on traffic paint for 
the production of a reflective surface to im
prove the night visibility of the paint film. 

2. The beads shall be manufactured from 
glass of a composition designed to be highly 
resistant to traffic wear and to the effects of 
weathering 

MATERIAL 

The beads shall conform to the following 
requirements 

1 The beads shall be spherical in shape, and 
shall not include more than 30 per cent of 
irregularly shaped particles. They shall be 
essentially free of sharp angular particles, and 
particles showing milkiness or surface scoring 
or scratching 

2 GradtUion: The beads shall meet the fol
lowing gradation requirements-

U 8 8td Sieves 
No 
20-
30 
50 

100 
200 

Percent 
Pteaiag 
100 

80-95 
18-35 
0-10 
0-2 

3. Index of Refraction: The beads when 
tested by the liquid immersion method at 
25°C shidl show an index of refraction within 
the range of 1 50 to 1 65. 

4. CrusAin^ Strength- When tested in com
pression at a loading rate of 70 lb per min , 
the average resistance to failure of 10 beads 
shall be not less than the following. 

20-30 mesh size 
30-40 mesh size 

401b. 
301b. 

5 Initial Reflectance- When the beads are 
applied at a rate of 6 lb. per gal on binder 
which has been apphed with a Boston-Bradley 
Adjustable Blade or similar device having the 
opening set at 18 mils, the resulting stripe, at 
the end of 24 hours drying, shall show a direc
tional reflectance value of not less than 14 using 
the Hunter mght visibihty meter. The binder 
used shall be Missouri State Highway Depart
ment Standard White Traffic paint or paint of 
similar pigmentation and non-volatile content 

6 Chemical Stability Beads which show 
any tendency toward decomposition, including 
surface etching, when exposed to atmospheric 
conditions, moisture, dilute acids or alkalies 
or paint film constituents, may, prior to ac
ceptance, be required to demonstrate satis
factory reflectance behavior and maintenance 
under such tests as may be prescribed. 




